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1. Remove chain guard. 
 
2. Feed hugger in over rear wheel and place chain guard area over chain guard mount lugs. 

 
3. Insert one bolt in each of the chain guard mount points and turn until the threads catch but 

leave loose. 
 

4. Feed the strap bracket underneath the brake cable and onto the swing arm. 
 

5. Attach backing piece (straight piece) of strap bracket by using only the lower, hex head, bolt 
at this stage and tighten only enough to hold in position. The distance from the black bolt on 
the brake calliper to the first point of the strap bracket should be approximately 60 mm. 

 
6. Pull hugger over the top of the bracket and while making sure the backing piece to the strap 

bracket is in position, insert the 2 Allen bolts with washers in place and attach loosely. 
 

7. The hugger with bracket attached can now be moved backwards or forwards if it is not 
sitting central to the tyre at the pointed section to the top of the hugger. 

 
8. When you are satisfied the hugger is sitting in the desired position tighten the lower strap 

bracket bolt and then the 2 top ones. 
 

9. Tighten the chain guard bolts 
 

 

As with all huggers this model is designed to sit close to the tyre and should not be used with an oversized 

tyre. When fitting is complete the Hugger should sit centrally over the tyre when viewed from the rear.  The 

tolerance in the right hand side mounting bracket allows adjustment to achieve this. As with all accessories 

the mountings should be checked for tightness. 
 

FITTING KIT: 

1 x Hugger, 

1 x Black Strap bracket CFK07015  

4 x M6 x 16mm bolts  CBOL0251  

4 x Plastic washers  CWAS0221 

1 x M6 x 12mm allen bolt CBOL0123 

1 x Shake proof washer CWAS0202 


